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Characters

Yassen Gregorovitch (Protagonist)

Misha Dementyev (a good friend of Alex riders parents)

Sharkosky (Antagonist and also killed Alex riders parents and destroy the village and also the owner of a wealthy business)

Alex Rider (not the main protagonist in this book)
Characters (continuation)

*John rider* (Alex rider father and saved Yassen gregorovitch life in amazon)

*Julia Rothman* (One of the leaders of Scopia)

*Grant* (top Scopia assassin)

*Herod Sayle* (gets killed by Yassen)
Paris, France: Yassen gets his first contract but gets nervous when he was about to kill the computer genius and one of his partner kills the computer genius.

Moscow, Russia: Yassen goes to Moscow to see a his parents friend Misha to take care of him after his parents death.
Setting (Continuation)

- **Island of Malagosto** (one of Scorpia training facility)
- **Berlin** (Scorpia decides to give Yassen another chance but when he has his target in front of him, he decides not to kill him. After that Yassen disappear)
a young fourteen year old, named Yassen Gregorovitch is forced out of his house because of an accident that happened in a factory which contaminated his village with a deadly strain of anthrax.

Before his parents died they told Yassen to go to Misha in Moscow. They also gave Yassen one sample of the antidote. When Yassen goes to Misha, he overhears him talking to Sharkosky and finds out that he is responsible for his parents death and destruction of the village. He then, breaks into Sharkosky house to confront him but gets captured. Later on, he plays Russian roulette with one bullet, which he survives.

After, Yassen start to work with john rider. he find out that john rider works for MI6. Yassen calls Julia about John. Finally, Yassen returns to Sharkosky house to play Russian roulette once again but with five bullets this time which he survives and kills him to avenge his parents and his village.
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Similarities and Differences between my Dad and Yassen

Similarities
• Both caring towards the people they love
• Both have ambitious

Differences
• My dad does not have a pale skin nor blue eyes
• My dad is not a killer